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Abstract. The article summarizes the results of microscopic and x-ray
spectral studies of objects embedded in the surface layer of a nickel alloy
after grinding with a wheel of cubic boron nitride (CBN) on a ceramic
bond. In the introduction, the authors analyzes the results of research on
the use of CBN as an abrasive material. Unlike silicon carbide wheels,
CBN tools are a more complex and multi-component structure, which has a
significant impact on the self-sharpening of the abrasive tool and the
transfer of material. The purpose of this article is to detect and identify the
wear products of a CBN grinding wheel on the treated surface of a nickel
alloy. As a result of studying the morphology of the alloy surface after
grinding with CBN wheels, foreign objects embedded in the metal were
detected with a scanning two-beam electron microscope. The chemical
composition of the objects was studied by x-ray spectral microanalysis.
Based on the obtained spectrograms, the objects were divided into three
groups, including peaks of x-ray characteristic radiation: boron and
nitrogen characteristic of CBN grains; aluminum and oxygen characteristic
of corundum; oxygen, silicon, aluminum, and some elements characteristic
of a ceramic bond. Tables of the chemical composition of the studied
objects are provided. Conclusions. The transfer of CBN grinding whee
wear products from to the treated surface is experimentally proved.

1 Introduction
Nickel alloys have excellent properties for use as structural materials. However, the choice
of these alloys instead of, for example, stainless steels, is justified only when there is a need
for a product that works in severe conditions, with a low level of maintenance and requires
an increased no-failure service life, which is associated with a relatively high cost. Parts of
this kind are in demand in the most knowledge-intensive branches of mechanical
engineering, such as the nuclear, oil, aircraft and engine industries, where nickel alloys are
widely used [1].
Nickel alloys have low thermal conductivity and sufficiently high adhesive activity to
tool materials, thus making the grinding of nickel-based alloys a difficult task [2]. Various
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surface defects may occur during the grinding process: micro-cavities, subsurface structural
changes, micro-cracks, and the adhesion of abrasive particles to the processed metals [3, 4].
Adhering materials, impregnation and cauterization caused by the intense adhesive
activity of nickel, which is the basis for these alloys, largely determines the grindability of
alloys [3, 5]. The effect of adhesion processes on the treated surface at different
temperatures (up to 1,300 °C) was studied in [6]. Images of the surface of the K417 nickel
alloy obtained by grinding in different modes with wheels made of electrocorundum and
cubic boron nitride are given. The grinding temperature was used as a controlled parameter.
The authors believe that an increase in temperature causes an increase in the intensity of
adhesive interaction, although an increase in the plasticity of the material can also affect the
mutual transfer of materials.
Scanning electron microscopy was used to study the surfaces of various nickel alloys
when grinding with an abrasive tool made of electrocorundum [7]. Foreign crystal objects
were found on the alloy surface. Based on their appearance, objects are classified as wear
products of abrasive tools. One of the first proofs of the transfer of abrasive material to the
treated surface was obtained when grinding a titanium alloy with a silicon carbide tool.
Using the method of electron micro x-ray spectral analysis on the processed surface, the
increase in a concentration of silicon [8, 9] was identified. On this basis, a quantitative
criterion for evaluating the intensity of contact interaction by the increase of concentration
of abrasive tool chemical elements on the treated surface [10, 11]. When processing
various metals with tools made of electrocorundum and silicon carbide, the fact of material
transfer and impregnation of the treated surface with crystalline wear products has been
experimentally proved [12-16].
Crystalline objects embedded in the treated surface are stress concentrators that reduce
the fatigue strength of the material, especially when working under alternating loads.
Therefore, the study of the transfer of abrasive tool crystalline wear products to the treated
surface is a priority scientific task.
The transfer of materials is significantly influenced by the adhesive interaction of the
abrasive material and the processed metal. Among the factors that have a significant impact
on the adhesion interaction are lubricating and cooling process media, grinding and
dressing modes [17-19]. The most effective way to reduce the intensity of adhesive
interaction is to use inert abrasive materials, in particular, cubic boron nitride (CBN). The
use of CBN grinding wheels provides a significant increase in the cutting capacity of the
abrasive tool and the quality of the treated surface [20, 21]. However, when grinding the
most adhesively active alloys with a CBN abrasive tool, the treated surface may be
impregnated with abrasive tool crystalline wear products [22]. When grinding nickel alloys,
the transfer of CBN abrasive tool wear products is insufficiently studied.
The objective is to study the transfer of abrasive tool material and impregnation of the
treated surface with crystalline wear products when grinding a nickel-based alloy with a
tool made of cubic boron nitride on a ceramic bond.

2 Methodology
Nickel alloy N1 (nickel content 99.93%) was used as the processed material. Grinding was
performed on a precision profile numerically-controlled Smart-B1224III CHEVALIER
grinding machine with a cubic boron nitride wheel 1A1 350×16×127×5 (CBN30 B126
100% M V characteristics). Processing mode: grinding speed - 35 m/s, longitudinal table
feed speed - 12 m/min, radial feed - 0.005 mm/x, 0.5 mm allowance. The size of the surface
area to be treated is 50×10 mm. Lukoil Freo was used as a cooling lubricant. Detailed
research methods are given in [22].
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The state of the relief and the chemical composition of the contacting surfaces were
studied using a FEI Versa 3D LoVac scanning two-beam electron microscope. Micro-x-ray
spectral analysis of objects was performed in a microscope chamber.

3 Results
When grinding a nickel alloy, the metal adheres to the grain tops of the abrasive tool
working surface, which is confirmed by optical images of the wheel working part (Fig. 1).
The shape of the metal particles can be divided into chips and adhering materials (tips).
For example, chip 1 (Fig. 1a) has a curved shape. Length of the chip is 0.4 mm, width is
0.03 mm. In the middle part, the chips are bifurcated, the thickness in this part is about 0.17
mm. One of the largest adhering tips is shown near the center of Fig. 1b. Its maximum
length is 1.3 mm, and its width is 0.46 mm. The total area of the adhering tip is about 0.6
mm2. Assuming that on 1 mm2 of the wheel working surface there are 8 grain tops, we
obtain about 5 grains covered by the adhesive material.

1 mm

1 mm
а)

b)

Fig. 1. Grinding wheel working surface

The treated surface of nickel (Fig. 2a) is obtained as a result of interaction with
numerous abrasive grains of cubic boron nitride. Scratches on the nickel surface are clearly
distinguishable, which indicates a low intensity of the adhesive interaction of nickel with
the CBN abrasive tool.
Some scratches are intermittent and located at an angle to the direction of the main
movement, which may indicate that part of the grain is chipped or the grain is torn out of
the wheel bond and moved as a result of collision with another grain. As a result, the crystal
is embedded in the surface layer of the metal. Transfer of the adhered metal from the wheel
surface (Fig. 1b) to the treated surface may also be accompanied by chipping of
microparticles or part of a grain or its pulling out of the bond [6].
The assumed grinding wheel wear products were found in the reflected (back-scattered)
electron images (Fig. 2b). This method is widely used in scanning electron microscopy and
provides information about the difference in the effective atomic number of the analyzed
material. Information about the atomic number is necessary to detect the CBN abrasive tool
wear products consisting of substances with the atomic number being less than the atomic
number of nickel. Wear products can be CBN grains consisting of boron and nitrogen,
fillers introduced into the abrasive mixture in the manufacture of tools, i.e. corundum
grinding powders (chemical elements Al and O), bond fragments that include O, Si, Al.
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а)

b)

Fig. 2. Morphology of the treated surface in reflected (a) and elastically scattered (b) electrons

The difference in the effective atomic number of the substance on the sample surface is
that the images obtained by back-scattered electrons, on a uniform light background
representing the nickel surface, contain inclusions of a darker color (Fig. 2b). This may
indirectly indicate that the embedded objects are products of grinding wheel wear. It is
possible that darker areas of the surface may be formed as a result of the weakening of the
characteristic radiation energy in the surface recesses. However, images obtained in backscattered electrons make it easier to detect embedded objects. The objects were identified
using pointed x-ray spectral analysis.
Foreign inclusions can be located at the bottom of the furrow, the shape of which
corresponds to the trajectory of movement of the chipped abrasive grain on the treated
surface (Fig. 3a, c). Also, some objects may be fully embedded in the billet. In this case,
they may be located in the cavities formed during processing (right part of Fig. 3e) or under
a layer of metal that contains traces of abrasive grains (left part of Fig. 3e). This
phenomenon is explained by the interaction of chipped abrasive grains with the grinding
wheel working surface.
The areas where x-ray spectral analysis was performed are shown in Fig. 3b, d, f, and xray images are shown in Fig. 4. All x-ray images show an energy peak corresponding to
nickel, which indicates the transfer of nickel over the surface of the analyzed objects. It is
possible that the value of the electron activation energy zone may exceed the material
boundary of the analyzed crystal objects and excite the characteristic electron radiation in
the main treated surface. The remaining peaks correspond to the sets of elements that are
characteristic of the expected grinding wheel wear products: B, N, O, Na, Al, Si.
Quantitative analysis of the chemical element content, which, with a 10% error, allows
us to identify this object as boron nitride. It is also worth noting that deviations from the 1:1
ratio may be caused by imperfection of the evaluation method. It is known that due to the
roughness of the surface, this method has a significant error in determining light-weight
elements.
According to the results of the x-ray analysis shown in Fig. 4b, the content of 40%
aluminum and 60% oxygen was determined, which corresponds to the ratio of 2:3 that is
typical for Al 2 O 3 corundum crystals. The presence of these particles on the surface is
associated with the use of a filler in the manufacture of wheels of CBN, which is used as
corundum.
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c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 3. Electronic images of foreign inclusions in secondary (a, c, e) and back-scattered electrons (b,
d, f)

In contrast to the abrasive material and filler, the exact composition of the ceramic bond
is a trade secret of the manufacturer. It is known that its main component is alumina-silica
glass with the addition of oxides of alkaline and alkaline-earth metals [21]. Based on this,
the bond fragments must have a high oxygen content, the presence of silicon and
aluminum, and possible presence of Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca, and B. The x-ray image (Fig. 4c)
shows peaks of oxygen, silicon, aluminum, and sodium. The ratio of these elements, taking
into account the error, corresponds to SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , Na 2 O. Based on this, we concluded that
the embedded fragment of the grinding wheel bond is located at point 4 (Fig. 3f).
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а)

b)

c)
Fig. 4. X-ray images of embedded objects: (a) - Spot 1, Fig. 3a, (b) – Spot 1, Fig. 3d, (c) - Spot 4, Fig.
3f.
Table 1. Content of chemical elements.
Statistical
parameters
Element

O

B

B

N

Si

Ni

O

Atomic %

60

45

45

53

0.05

0.6

Error %

7

10

10

9

31

9

Fig. 4a

Fig. 4b

Fig. 4c
Na

Al

Si

Ni

45

6

9

11

29

8

12

8

7

2

4 Conclusions
During processing, the billet material is transferred to the tool surface and the grinding
wheel wear products are transferred to the treated surface.
The method of obtaining images in the backscattered electron mode significantly
facilitates the detection of grinding wheel wear products on the treated surface.
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The wear products of the grinding wheel embedded in the treated surface are crystals of
cubic boron nitride, corundum, which is used as a filler in the manufacture of abrasive
tools, as well as particles of ceramic bond.
The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 19-38-90322\19
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